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Recombination of Kr + ions in collisions with H2 has been investigated. The principal motivation for this

work was to search for resonant electron-transfer double excitation (RT2E), a three-electron correlation mecha-
nism that is expected to occur in an ion-atom collision when electron transfer is accompanied by the simulta-

neous (resonant) excitation of two electrons to form an intermediate excited state. As a benchmark for RT2E,
measurements of resonant transfer excitation (RTE) were made first. In this work, Kr (mostly K-shell) x-ray
emission associated with single-electron-capture events was detected. Events associated with RTE were readily
observed, but no events associated with RT2E were observed to a sensitivity of about 10 cm . However,
x rays associated with capture did occur at about twice the Kr K x-ray energy. The change in the x-ray energy
of these latter events with beam energy indicates that radiative electron capture (REC) (inverse photoelectric
effect) is the mechanism responsible. The observed cross sections for both the RTE and REC mechanisms are
in reasonable agreement with theoretical calculations.

PACS number(s): 34.50.Fa; 34.70.+e; 32.80.Hd; 32.30.Rj

INTRODUCTION

Recombination of atomic ions is a subject of intense in-

terest and importance [1].In general, recombination can oc-
cur resonantly via dielectronic recombination (DR) or non-

resonantly via radiative recombination. In a collision
between a highly charged ion and a neutral target atom, the
interaction of a target electron with the projectile may result
in the process of resonant electron-transfer excitation [2]
(RTE) in which the excess energy from charge transfer (elec-
tron capture) results in projectile excitation. RTE, illustrated
schematically in Fig. 1(a), proceeds via the inverse of an

Auger transition and is resonant for projectile velocities
equal to outgoing Auger electron velocities. The resulting
intermediate excited state may deexcite by emitting a photon
or by Auger electron emission. In the case of x-ray emission,
recombination occurs and RTE may be investigated experi-
mentally by detecting the emitted photon in coincidence with
a projectile ion that has captured an electron. RTE, which is
a correlated two-electron mechanism, is completely analo-
gous to the ion-electron recombination process of dielec-
tronic recombination [3] and both processes lead to the same
intermediate excited states. The theoretical formulation of
RTE has been based on the impulse approximation [4].

DR is of considerable interest in astrophysical studies [5),
accelerator development (storage rings), and high-
temperature plasmas for fusion [6]. During the past decade,
RTE, as the ion-atom analog of DR, has been studied exten-
sively and today the close relationship between RTE and DR
is clearly established. Therefore, in addition to its fundamen-
tal importance as a correlated two-electron process in ion-
atom collisions, RTE has been of considerable interest since
it provides a means of studying DR.

The mechanism investigated in this work, namely, reso-
nant transfer double excitation (RT2E), is similar to RTE
except that two inner-shell electrons are excited during the
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of RTE for a heliumlike ion. (b) Sche-
matic of RT2E for a heliumlike ion.

capture process as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). RT2E is expected
to occur resonantly via a correlated three-electron interaction
and the intermediate excited state that is formed can subse-
quently decay by photon or Auger emission. As for RTE
resulting in x-ray emission, a signature for RT2E is the de-
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tection of a photon in coincidence with a projectile that has
captured an electron. RT2E can be distinguished from RTE,
however, since the resonant energies for RT2E are slightly
more than twice those for RTE. A process analogous to RT2E
has been observed [7] in collisions of free electrons with
Li+ ions in which the intermediate triply excited state
formed as a result of the single-capture and double-excitation
process was observed from decay occurring by the emission
of two correlated electrons. The inverse of the RT2E process,
involving double inner-shell deexcitation associated with the
emission of a single electron, was reported t8] several years
ago. Competing with this latter process is double decay ac-
companied by single-photon emission [9].The study of such
correlated multielectron transitions dates back to the early
days of the quantum theory of atoms [10].

Another process, namely, nonresonant transfer excitation
(NTE) [11],could also contribute to the observation of x rays
coincident with capture in the energy region where RT2E is
expected to occur but should not exhibit the resonant behav-
ior expected for RT2E. For the collision system used in this
work, the expected magnitude of these nonresonant pro-
cesses is not presently known, but based on previous calcu-
lations of NTE [12] is likely to be negligible in the region of
interest.

In this work, recombination in Kr "+ ions is investigated.
RTE and radiative electron capture (REC) (ion-atom analog
of radiative recombination) are isolated and identified and
cross sections obtained. No evidence for RT2E is found
within the sensitivity of the present measurements. Prelimi-
nary results of this work have already been published else-
where [13,14].

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The present measurements were made at the National Su-
perconducting Cyclotron Laboratory (NSCL) at Michigan
State University for Kr + ions colliding with Hz. The
choice of H2 as a target was dictated by the desire to keep the
"background" from nonresonant processes [11]small and to
use a target with only two electrons, as has been the case for
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FIG. 3. Spectra of x rays coincident with single-electron capture
for detectors A and B (see Fig. 2) for 16.5-MeV/u Kr ++H2 col-
lisions at 50 rnTorr gas cell pressure.
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most studies of RTE. The charge state was selected and the
desired beam energy obtained by using the energy degrader
and the A1200 beam analysis device at NSCL [15].A sche-
matic of the experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 2. The
arrangement and the techniques used are very similar to
those used previously t2] for the investigation of RTE.

A projectile beam composed of Kr + ions was acceler-
ated and directed through a gas cell containing the H2 target
molecules. As the projectile passes through the target cell, it
can interact with a target molecule to form intermediate ex-
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FIG. 2. Schematic of the experimental apparatus.
FIG. 4. Plot of the yield for x rays coincident with capture

versus the gas cell pressure for 16.5-MeV/u Kr "++H2 collisions.
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FIG. 5. RTE cross sections for Kr +H2. ~, present data;

0, Ref. [13].The solid curve is the calculated RTE cross section.
The statistical errors are about the size of the symbols; the overall

systematic uncertainty is estimated to be less than about 30%.

cited states characteristic of RTE or RT2E (or NTE). This
excited state can then decay by emitting x rays. Since the
formation of the intermediate state of interest here requires
the capture of a target electron by the ion, the projectile ion
becomes less positive (i.e., q~q —1, where q is the projec-
tile charge) and can be detected by magnetic separation of
the charge-changed components of the projectile beam
emerging from the gas cell. By collecting the charge-changed
components and the non-charge-changed component, the
fraction of projectile ions that have undergone capture can be
determined. However, in order to determine that an interme-
diate excited state characteristic of RTE or RT2E has been
formed, an x ray that results from the relaxation of the ex-
cited state must also be detected. In this work, detection of a
K-shell x ray implies that excitation of the projectile K shell
took place in the collision interaction. Since a He-like ion
has two electrons initially in the K shell (the lifetime of
metastable states in Kr + is too short [16] to be of impor-
tance here), the only way K-shell x-ray emission can occur is
for at least one of the two K-shell electrons to be promoted
to a higher shell.

For x-ray detection, two Si(Li) detectors, labeled A and

B, were mounted at 90' with respect to the beam axis as
shown in Fig. 2. Two sets of slits were used to collimate the
incident beam. The beam components emerging from the
collision were separated by the S320 spectrograph that was
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FIG. 6. Spectra of x rays coincident with single-electron capture for detectors A and 8 (see Fig. 2) in the projectile energy region
37.2—47.5 MeV/u. The expected position of Kr K-shell x rays is indicated as well as the expected centroid energies for REC to the L shell,

M shell, and series limit (~), respectively (see the text).
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FIG. 7. Measured differential cross sections at 90' for x rays
coincident with capture for x-ray energies greater than 20 keV. Er-
ror bars are relative uncertainties based on the total number of ob-
served events for both detectors. The overall systematic uncertainty
is estimated to be about 30%. The solid curve is the calculated REC
cross section.

used as a charge-state analyzing device following the target
region. Finally, a solid-state detector was used to detect the
charge-changed (single capture) beam component while a
Faraday cup was used to collect the main beam component.

Data were taken for two projectile energy regions: 15.5—
17.5 MeV/u (the RTE maximum occurs near 16.5 MeV/u)
and 37.2—47.5 MeV/u (the RT2E maximum is expected to
occur near 40.5 MeV/u). RTE was measured first to test the
experimental setup and to provide a benchmark for the RT2E
measurements.

Typical spectra for x-ray emission coincident with capture
are shown for both detectors in Fig. 3. Data were collected
for a specific target cell gas pressure and several different
pressure runs were conducted at each projectile energy in
order to verify the linear dependence of the measured x-ray
and particle yields with respect to the gas cell pressure. This
is necessary to ensure that single-collision conditions prevail.
At least three runs for each projectile energy (typically 0, 50,
and 80 mTorr) were conducted in the RTE energy region,
i.e., 15.5—17.5 MeV/u. The total coincidence counts were
obtained by integrating the region of interest (the peak region
in Fig. 3) of each spectrum. By plotting the yield (i.e., the
number of counts per number of incident ions) of coinci-
dence counts versus the gas cell pressure, one can verify the
linear dependence of the measured yields with respect to the
gas cell pressure as shown in Fig. 4. For the 37.2—47.5
MeV/u energy region, however, total x-ray and coincidence
yields were measured only at 0 and 80 mTorr target gas
pressure because of very low counting rates.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As discussed above, Fig. 3 shows typical spectra of x rays
coincident with single-electron capture for both detectors A

and 8 for 16.5-MeV/u Kr "++H2 collisions, which is near
the energy where the RTE KLL (excitation to the L shell is
accompanied by capture to the L shell) maximum should
occur. In these spectra, Kr E-shell x rays of energy about
13 keV are clearly seen.

The cross sections derived from these spectra, along with
theoretical calculations of RTE, are shown in Fig. 5, where a
pronounced maximum is observed to occur near 16.5 MeV/u
beam energy as expected. It is seen that the measured cross
sections are systematically larger than the theoretical values,
but the discrepancy is within the systematic error of about
30%. Measurements of RTE for Kr + ions have previously
been reported by Stohlker [17].

Spectra for x rays coincident with capture in the projectile
energy region 37.2—47.5 MeV/u (the RT2E KKLLL maxi-
mum is expected to occur near 40.5 MeV/u) are shown in

Fig. 6 for detectors A and 8 (The .notation KKLLL means
that double excitation to the L shell is accompanied by cap-
ture to the L shell. ) All of the spectra were normalized to the
one associated with the 37.2 MeV/u beam energy so that the
relative number of events can be compared for each spec-
trum. It is seen that there are essentially no real coincidences
associated with Kr K-shell x rays (near 13 keV), in contrast
to the RTE results shown in Fig. 3. An explanation for this
observation would be that the triply excited intermediate
state formed in RT2E decays principally by first emitting an
x ray and then by ejecting an Auger electron (or vice versa),
thus returning the projectile ion to its original charge state. In
this case, RT2E events would not be observed by detecting
x-ray events coincident with electron capture. A theoretical
estimate of the RT2E cross section for KKLLL transitions
involving radiative stabilization by two sequential photons
gives about 10 cm, while the RT2E cross section for one
photon followed by Auger emission (or vice versa) is about
10 cm . The sensitivity of the present measurements is
about 10 cm . So, for the present experimental sensitivity
it would not be possible to observe RT2E unless the theoreti-
cal results are a severe underestimate.

Coincidences do exist, however, for higher x-ray energies
(greater than or approximately equal to 20 keV), as seen in
Fig. 6. (The electronic setup allowed for the observation of
coincidence events for x-ray energies as high as 40 keV. )
From the figure it is seen that there is an apparent shift in the
centroid energy of these high-energy x-ray events with beam
energy, a feature that is characteristic of the REC mechanism
[181 (inverse photoelectric effect). The positions labeled
REC-L, REC-M, and REC-~ are the expected centroid
x-ray energies for REC associated with electron capture into
the L, M, and n=~ (zero binding energy) shells, respec-
tively.

The measured differential cross sections, observed at
90 with respect to the beam axis, associated with electron-
capture coincidences for x-ray energies greater than 20 keV
are shown in Fig. 7 along with the calculated values for
REC. There is reasonable overall agreement between experi-
ment and theory and the measured cross sections decrease
monotonically with beam energy as does the REC theoretical
prediction. However, there seems to be a systematic discrep-
ancy at the lower beam energies. The reason for this discrep-
ancy is unknown.
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CONCLUSIONS

In summary, recombination has been investigated in high-
energy Kr ++ H2 collisions. Three recombination mecha-
nisms are considered, namely, resonant transfer excitation,
resonant transfer double excitation, and radiative electron
capture. Kr E-shell x rays associated with RTE involving
KLL transitions are readily observed and the measured cross
sections are in good agreement with theory. Higher-energy x
rays associated with single-electron capture are attributed to
REC. Here, there is reasonable overall agreement with
theory, but there seems to be a systematic discrepancy at the
lower beam energies.

No evidence for the RT2E mechanism is observed, how-
ever, in the present work. Although this mechanism probably
occurs, its estimated cross section (less than or approxi-
mately equal to 10 cm ) is too small to be measured
within the sensitivity (approximately 10 cm ) of the
present measurements.
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